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Mobile Internet Connectivity & Applications Hosting
More than ever before, transport operators are expected to provide the best possible quality of service to
their passengers, while simultaneously operating with greater efficiency and maintaining safety and
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security standards on board their vehicles. Mobile Internet Connectivity has an important role to play here.
Connectivity allows data to be transmitted to and from the moving vehicle in real-time. This enables
systems and services which:
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In the quest to meet these three objectives, operators have traditionally resorted to installing multiple
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pieces of hardware and software on board their vehicles, with various internal processes needed to
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manage them all. Additional hardware takes up more space and is inevitably more complex to install.
Multiple software systems can add complications when it comes to controlling larger fleets - If particular
pieces of software are tied to particular solution providers, then bringing the data together in order to see
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“the big picture” can be difficult; it can easily create unnecessary work for teams looking to utilise and act
on data from across the fleet. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, combining different systems can prove
costly, with significant additional expenditure associated with working together with different providers in
order to manage a single fleet.
Icomera provides a powerful, easy to install, cost-effective and high-quality solution by deploying a single,
integrated hardware and software platform. Powered by high-performance mobile Internet connectivity
which utilises our patented technology to deliver the fastest, most secure and most reliable connection
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available to a moving vehicle, the Icomera platform allows an interconnected eco-system of virtual
applications to be built on the foundations of a single piece of hardware, making it easy to deploy new
functionality over time and reducing the total cost of ownership. Utilising over 20 years’ experience
pioneering connectivity solutions within the industry, we are working to help build for the connected
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societies of tomorrow, and create a world that is safer, more efficient and more environmentally friendly.
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Icomera’s award-winning ITxPT-recognised multi-modal technology is seamlessly deployable across trains,
trams, coaches, buses and ferries. Capable of fully integrating multiple services into one easy-to-manage
system, our connectivity platform supports the widest variety of value-adding applications; from industryleading passenger Wi-Fi and infotainment, to remote vehicle monitoring and streaming video surveillance.

5G-ready Mobile Network Aggregation
The Icomera platform delivers a fast, reliable and secure data connection to and
from a moving vehicle, maximising the stability, uptime and data throughput of
a connection by intelligently utilising all available communications networks;
3G, LTE, LTE-A, 5G, trackside and even satellite networks can all be utilised as
part of a single solution, enabling us to deliver an unrivalled connectivity
capacity for passengers and onboard systems.

TraXside™ Technology
Within the rail industry, Icomera TraXside™ is a key component in delivering the
next generation of mobile Internet connectivity, helping erase any “not spots”
in connectivity by providing continuous, high-capacity bandwidth to a train
along the entirety of its route. Using the aggregated capacity of two
simultaneous 3x3 MIMO radios, TraXside™ delivers a median real TCP/IP
throughput of around 1 Gbit/s during train travel – unrivalled bandwidth for
rail passengers and onboard systems.

Powerful Applications Hosting
Capable of fully integrating 3rd party services into one easy-to-manage system
and supporting the widest variety of existing and future value-adding
applications, our solutions provide you with the framework required for
developing a truly interconnected eco-system of onboard systems and services,
all running as virtual applications on the Icomera router. This reduces the need
for additional hardware to be installed on board the vehicle and makes it easier
to deploy new functionality as and when required.
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For many, a significant proportion of each day is spent traveling, and Internet connectivity on the move is

Icomera’s mobile Internet connectivity and application platform puts operators in constant communication

no longer seen as a luxury. Providing new onboard services can improve the experience for those

with their vehicles, laying the foundations for a range of services aimed at increasing operational

travelling, increasing satisfaction levels and helping encourage passengers to use public transport more

efficiency, improving schedule adherence and reducing costs.

often.

Passenger Wi-Fi

Fleet Management

Whether it’s catching up on work emails, shopping online, or using social media,

Our in-vehicle cellular routers have built-in GPS, allowing transport operators

people value having easy, on-demand access to the Internet. Icomera helps

to keep track of vehicles to maintain and improve schedule adherence.

transport operators improve the onboard passenger experience by providing

Passenger

a fast, reliable, and secure passenger Wi-Fi service for those travelling.

surveillance systems and sensors, helping you to optimise vehicle availability

counting

applications

can

utilise
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and plan new timetables and routes. Operational costs associated with
allocating and training staff to perform these tasks manually are reduced, while

Onboard Entertainment

accuracy is increased.

Beyond passenger Wi-Fi, there are clear benefits in keeping passengers
entertained. Icomera is leading the way in delivering successful onboard
passenger services for operators, giving travellers access to movies, TV shows,
audiobooks, games, and more. The media is stored locally on board, helping to
improve the speed of access, while also easing the load on the available
Internet bandwidth and reducing the mobile data usage costs associated with
offering passenger Wi-Fi. Content is managed via cloud-based tools, allowing it

Telematics
We enable transport operators to remotely monitor and maintain components
and devices connected to the onboard network via real-time data feeds. Faulty
components can be identified while the vehicle is still out in service.
Replacement parts can be ordered before the vehicle comes in for maintenance,
ultimately reducing the time that the vehicle is out of action.

to be easily updated across vehicles in a fleet with a single click.

Eco-Driving
Real-time Information
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Eco-driving applications support environmentally friendly transport habits,

Icomera’s real-time information (RTI) applications can connect passengers to

reducing the size of the carbon footprint created by operating and maintaining

useful travel information, either via in-vehicle displays or through mobile web

public transport vehicles. We work with leading eco-driving specialists to

portals. Our RTI solutions can utilise live data feeds to update passengers on

provide tangible performance gains. Fuel overconsumption can be measured

their expected arrival time. Those planning to join the service at the next stop

through speed, brake and idle information, while factoring in variables such as

can track the progress of the vehicle via their smart device and make an

vehicle type, surface and weather. Data can be fed back to drivers in real-time,

informed decision about when they need to leave their home or office.

promoting efficient behaviour and reducing fuel and maintenance costs.
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Protecting passengers and staff is a responsibility which needs to be managed with ever more care in the

At Icomera, we are always working to support our clients in the best ways possible. Once a solution is

digital age; it’s little wonder that safety and security continues to be the number one priority for transport

agreed, our team of qualified field engineers are ready to install it; after deployment, our industry-leading

authorities and operators. Icomera’s platform provides the foundation for different applications designed

software tools and Network Operations Centre (NOC) help you to monitor, manage and report on your

to safeguard vehicles and those travelling.

systems.

Secure Solutions, Delivered as Standard

Field Engineering Services
Experienced, dedicated and skilled, Icomera’s team of field engineers know our

With unrivalled experience in delivering mobile Internet connectivity solutions
for public transport, Icomera systems are installed with a broad range of robust
cyber-defences delivered as standard. We have been awarded ISO 27001
certification for information security management and Icomera onboard

hardware inside out, and have a can-do attitude to solving any issues. They are
primed to install your solution once it’s defined, and remain on standby for the
duration of its service life to help ensure you get quick, hands-on assistance
whenever you might need it.

networks are designed with security front of mind, treating the privacy of client
and passenger data with the utmost importance.

Streaming Video Surveillance

Cloud-based Management Tools
Post-installation, Icomera’s technology empowers you to manage your solution

Utilising Icomera’s technology, operators are able to leverage a vehicle’s
onboard Internet connectivity as a backbone for high-resolution digital video
surveillance systems and video management software, providing a powerful
and fully-realised security solution. Icomera’s advanced mobile Internet
connectivity and applications routers also provide operators with enough

independently; we provide you with a suite of powerful, fully integrated cloudbased tools, designed specifically for public transport applications. Our
software allows you to remotely monitor and update systems while a fleet is
out in service, without any disruption - something that just isn’t possible using
standard office network IT tools.

storage space to record HD footage from numerous cameras, giving peace of
mind that vital information will be stored.

Cybersecurity Services
Working together with industry-leading partners, Icomera offers cyberprotection tools that are specifically designed for public transport systems.
Going beyond simple wall-based protection, these tools can provide active
monitoring and real-time response to threats, within a software-based solution
that seamlessly integrates with Icomera’s onboard hardware.
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The Icomera Network Operations Centre
Icomera’s Network Operations Centre (NOC) exists to provide 24/7/365
reactive and proactive monitoring and support for Icomera clients; we utilise
cutting-edge technology support solutions to deliver high value services , so
when issues occur, we are able to react quickly to keep system downtime to an
absolute minimum.
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The Icomera Way is what we do and how we do it. It relies on three vital elements which combine to give
us our competitive edge – Our people, our platform and our scale.

Our People
At Icomera, we pride ourselves on having the best people. Our expert advisors will
be on your side from the very beginning, taking the time to properly understand the
needs of your organisation to create a bespoke solution that is fit for purpose now
and in the years to come. We build a team around your team, taking care of
everything from planning and design to installation and continuous support.

Our Platform
At the core of every Icomera solution is our 5G-ready technology platform, which
utilises all available communications networks to deliver the fastest, most reliable

At Icomera, we work in partnership with clients to build long-term relationships. We
listen to your needs and advise you on the solutions that fit your requirements, with
room to grow in the future. We are with you through the installation process and over
the entirety of a solution’s service life. We can point to our proven track record of
successful projects, providing relevant case studies on request.

connection. Integrating cutting-edge hardware designed and built by us to the very
highest specifications, Icomera’s secure platform exceeds ISO 27001 standards,
providing peace of mind for passengers and transport operators.

To find out more about how we can help you, contact sales@icomera.com today

About Icomera
Our Scale
With over 20 years’ experience pioneering mobile Internet connectivity and

public transport, committed to promoting green mobility. Our award-winningtechnology serves millions of

successfully connecting tens of thousands of vehicles worldwide, we know what it

users across the globe daily.

takes and have the scale to build a solution that works in every situation. We are
part of the ENGIE group, with the reach to operate locally in territories around the
globe. We believe that being on the ground alongside our client’s teams, wherever
they are, is vital to successfully delivering a first-class service and solution.
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Icomera, a subsidiary of ENGIE Solutions, is the world’s leading provider of mobile Internet connectivity for

We work with other industry leaders to innovate and meet the growing data demands presented by the
advent of 5G and IoT technology. Our advanced solutions make public transport a better, safer, more
attractive option for passengers, supporting our mission to help contribute to a reduction in carbon
emissions of 3.5 million metric tons by 2022.
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